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Abstract
Advances in science and technologies not only improve our workflow and increase the quality of life but also change the way
emergency rescue operates. The eCall system is the evidence of such a new evolutionary step. However, studies are not available
about 'smart' rescue methods of independent human (neither pedestrian nor a driver) who turned out to be on the roadside for
one or another reason and need first aid. The research questions were how to increase the quality and speed of the rescue process
by using Vehicle-to-Everything (V2X) communication and the human pose estimation function and how to increase the reliability
of transmitted information. In the article, we presented an overview about the current state-of-the-art in human pose estimation
technology, discussed current methods of rescue, concept, and disadvantages of the current approach, and finally proposed our own
method of rescue based on blending of vehicular communication networks with advancements in human pose estimation function.
The research novelty in a scientific sense is a concept of a new information management method, where Autonomous Vehicles (AVs)
act as witnesses itself without any human intervention. An example of SOS Packet Format has been designed. We proposed a novel
view on the future ambulance.
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1 Introduction
Autonomous driving is a rapidly developing and promising technology. In the past five years, it became a real
game changer in the automotive industry. However, it
is still considered as a technology of the future [1] and
nobody precisely knows how the final product will look
like. Autonomous transportation system is a wide area
to explore in terms of traffic distribution problem [2],
vehicle to infrastructure communication and vehicle to
human interaction. A lot of current studies focused on
Autonomous Vehicle's (AV) collision avoidance system.
The main issue of such researches is how to improve
pedestrian recognition and tracking for cases where AVs
are operated in mixed traffic with pedestrians in order to
avoid collision with them. However, studies are not available about detection of independent human (neither pedestrian nor a driver) who turned out to be on the roadside for
one or another reason and need first aid.
In our study, we propose a novel method of interaction of
AVs and ambulance service, where AVs serve as witnesses

of an incident with human health and alert the ambulance
center. This method can significantly decrease rescue time
applying Vehicle-to-Infrastructure (V2I) and Vehicle-toVehicle (V2V) communications and human pose estimation. In other words, a new incident notification paradigm
is provided by this method.
The objective of the article is to elaborate new solution of 'saving human life' via faster communication with
ambulance service than regular method using cellular
phone. In this study, the transportation infrastructure is
considered as a fully automated network within 'Smart
city'. One of the key factors of the proposed method is the
human pose estimation function, which helps to recognize
if a person falls down, typically through illness or injury.
Studies focused on technologies that help to recognize if
the person has a strange position of the body which is not
peculiar to a healthy person were reviewed in Section 2.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. In
Section 3, the overview of the existing rescue methods is
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provided. The main features of the new method of rescue
are determined and summarized in Section 4. The paper
is completed by the concluding remarks, including further
research directions.
2 Human pose estimation technologies
Currently the 'Eyes of AVs' are LiDAR (Light Detection
and Ranging), RADAR (Radio Detection and Ranging)
and cameras which are required and applied for safe and
reliable movement of the vehicle, but not used for human
pose estimation purposes [3].
In our case, pose estimation is an important function to
understand the state of a person in a public urban environment. For instance, unusual postures such as crouching or
lying could be a sign of emergency. In this concern, our
proposed method requires installation of sensors on AVs
for human pose identification. State of the art technologies
in this field which may be implemented in our method are
described below.
Human pose estimation is one of the difficult tasks in
computer vision because of large degrees of freedom of
human structure and frequent occlusions. Various methods
[4, 5] have been proposed for reliable estimation. Imagebased methods for joint position estimation [6, 7] and
part segmentation [8] have been proposed due to recent
advances in deep learning techniques.
Depth image-based pose estimation has an advantage in terms of privacy and insensitivity to illumination conditions. A human pose estimation method using
depth-based features with a random forest classifier has
been also developed [9]. Although, the method shows a
nice performance, its applicability to unusual poses and
heavily occluded situations is rather limited. A method of
generating human depth images with pixel-wise body part
labels by a combination of computer graphics and motion
capture techniques has been proposed [10, 11]. It has been
shown that a deep neural network trained by using generated images can recognize well a variety of human poses
in real scenes. Human joint estimation and behavior recognition algorithms using depth information only were
also presented [12]. In the case of the human joint estimation algorithm, a method that integrates a geodesic graph
and a support vector machine based human joint estimator
has been proposed.
The other group of researchers presents the first realtime method to capture the full global 3D skeletal pose of
a human in a stable, temporally consistent manner using
a single RGB camera, see Fig. 1. The method combines a

Fig. 1 The real-time 3D pose estimation method provides a natural
motion interface, e.g. for sport games (source: [13])

new convolutional neural network (CNN) based on pose
regressor with kinematic skeleton fitting. A real-time
kinematic skeleton fitting method uses the CNN output to
yield temporally stable 3D global pose reconstructions on
the basis of a coherent kinematic skeleton. This makes an
approach the first monocular RGB method usable in realtime applications such as 3D character control - thus far, the
only monocular methods for such applications employed
specialized RGB-D cameras. The method's accuracy is
quantitatively equal with the best offline 3D monocular
RGB pose estimation methods. It has been stated that the
approach is more broadly applicable than RGB-D solutions, i.e., it works for outdoor scenes, community videos,
and low quality commodity RGB cameras [13].
As we can see analysis of human behavior through
visual information has been a highly active research topic
in the computer vision community. Some authors proposed their own solutions on this topic, while some of
them [14] reviewed the main published research on the
use of depth imagery for analyzing human activity. Many
existing studies focus on body part detection and pose
estimation. A growing research area addresses the recognition of human actions.
The aim of the literature review was not to choose an
exact technology of human pose estimation being suitable for our proposed method described in Section 4 but
to emphasize successfulness of researches on this topic.
Considering the fact that this research direction is rapidly
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and continuously developing, human pose estimation
function can be implemented by sensors and cameras
installed on the stage of AVs manufacturing.
3 Existing methods of rescue
In case of emergency, an ambulance should be dispatched
to the scene without delay. In order to provide appropriate
first aid or to improve the chance of survival, it is desirable
to reduce the response time of rescue teams. Thus, once
the incident has occurred, it is crucial to quickly summon
the ambulance.
Fig. 2 shows the method of incident notification used
nowadays, where a witness summoning for an ambulance
to the incident site by means of cellular phone. The witness gives information about the location of the victim and
a description of the circumstances. Once the ambulance
service is notified, the rescue effort is started.
This method is the same as the conventional rescue
method in case of car accidents. However, in the case of car
accidents, it was improved due to an implementation of the
crash notification systems such as eCall shown in Fig. 3.
When an accident occurs, a call is made to a Public
Safety Answering Point (PSAP) in order to send information about the accident and to ask for help. This system
acts based on two key features [15]:
• Send a Minimum Set of Data (MSD): Standardized
set of data, containing information about the accident,
such as time, accurate location and driving direction
(using a GNSS) and description of the vehicle.
• Immediate set-up of a voice call between the vehicle
passengers and the PSAP: The PSAP operator takes
the necessary measures, forwarding the information
to the appropriate entities.

Fig. 2 Conventional method of rescue using just cellular phone

The eCall system can be triggered either manually or
automatically. To manual activation, a passenger of the
vehicle pushes the emergency button. The vehicle triggers the automatic activation based on the data gathered
from the sensors (e.g. airbags). The information collected
is used to generate an eCall MSD. eCall [16] is one of
the most important road safety efforts made under the
European Union's eSafety initiative. It is mandatory since
2018 for passenger cars and light goods vehicles registered
in the European Union.
4 Novel method of rescue
The eCall system is an example that advances in science
and technologies are changing the way emergency rescue
operates. A faster and more efficient rescue will increase
the chances of survival and recovery for injured victims.
Therefore, we propose a novel method of rescue of sick or
injured people on the roadside based on "technologies of
the future" explained in Subsection 4.1.
4.1 Method description
Implementation of the novel method is possible due to
qualitative information management and the following
technologies:
• V2I interaction carries out communication between
vehicles and shore infrastructure, which can be a
cellular or wireless antenna [17]. In some cases, V2I
communication serves as a base by different integrated projects and subprojects [18].
• V2V communication that uses dedicated short-range
communication (DSRC), the standard established by
the International Organization for Standardization
(ISO) and the Federal Communications Commission

Fig. 3 Method of eCall service
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(FCC). There is an IEEE standard, namely the 802.11
standard family for these communication purposes.
The 802.11p is dedicated for vehicular communication. The diapason is about 300 m (approximately
10 seconds) at highway speeds. V2V comprises a
wireless network where automobiles send messages
to each other with information about what they are
doing, what is happening around them and what they
will be doing [19].
• Human pose estimation technology which may serve
as a tool for emergency situation sensing.
If a person is lying on the ground for some continuous time or has a crouching posture for quite a long time,
it is a rather significant reason to worry. Using human
pose estimation function, AVs identify such a person on
the roadside by special equipment (sensors, cameras).
By using vehicular communications, cars acting as witnesses send alert and other important information about
the incident to nearby vehicles and to the nearest wireless
base stations called Roadside Units (RSUs). After that,
the gathered information is delivered to the PSAP using
cellular or wired connection. PSAP estimates received
data about the victim and the appropriate rescue resources
before summoning ambulance service. The PSAP then
takes actions such as notifying ambulance service and dispatching ambulance vehicles to the incident location. To
define that human behaves strangely due to real sickness
and it is not a misunderstanding, the PSAP awaits several signals from several AVs. Thus, if the first AV sends
an alert of an incident and after some time the next AV
confirms this information by sending the same alert, this
situation can be evaluated as an emergency. Although the
time gap between two consequent vehicles could be different because of AV's unpredictable movement, PSAP
will be on the alert after the first received signal. In addition, vehicular networks can allow faster notification of
any incident occurring on the roadside, since sensing and
propagation of incident information are done on-the-spot
in real-time via multi-hop V2V communications. Realtime information collected from multiple connected vehicles generally leads to better outcomes due to AVs are
able to check each other's data. Besides, PSAP dispatchers
receive data about a victim made by AV's camera in order
to analyze the situation precisely and identify whether he/
she is unconscious or not, etc. Technology should be compatible with the air interfaces under existing implementations or standardizations and signaling protocol. V2I
might use any of the 3G/4G currently available cellular

technologies and V2V communication might be compatible with the 802.11p standard [20]. The concept of the proposed method is shown in Fig. 4.
4.2 Information management
The information shown in Table 1 is essential to be managed in ambulance service.
The injuries might be coded using the Abbreviated
Injury Scale (AIS). It is an anatomical scoring system that
provides an accurate ranking of the severity of injury.
In the AIS scale, injuries are ranked on a scale from 1 to 6,
with 1, 5, and 6 representing minor, severe, and unsurvivable injury, respectively [21].
Fig. 5 illustrates an example of SOS Information Packet
Format that includes all the above-mentioned information.
With knowledge of information from SOS Packet, the
work efficiency of paramedics and physicians can be improved in a significant way. The first step of treatment can be
initiated by retrieving information about the victim status.

Fig. 4 Proposed method
Table 1 Information to be sent after victim identification
Information

Purpose

Timestamp

The exact time when the victim was
identified by an AV

Geographical position

The exact location of the victim

Severity of the health
condition ( as far
as the vehicle can
evaluate it or diagnose
any anomalies)

Parameters about a victim's health
condition, such as conscious or
unconscious, bleeding or not bleeding, bone
injuries, etc.

Traffic information

Traffic condition (e.g. traffic congestion,
speed limits, weather forecast, etc.) in order
to facilitate ambulance service to drive to
the incident site
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Fig. 5 SOS Information Packet Format example

All this important information should be sent to the
PSAP through the RSUs by each AV that became a witness
of an incident. Thereafter, these data shall be processed by
dispatchers and their workstations to decide the resources
needed to correctly take care of and manage the incident.
4.3 Comparison of the conventional and novel method
of rescue
Table 2 represents a comparison of the traditional and novel
method of rescue according to several aspects.
A comparison of the traditional and novel method in
terms of time loss is shown in Fig. 6.
Considering the above-mentioned aspects, it can be
summarized that the main advantages of the new method
compared to the existing one are the eliminations of socio-

Fig. 6 Current method versus the novel method in terms of time loss

psychological parameter and the human factor. The validity of this statement can be approved by a couple of examples happened in real life. In 2004, on south-east London,
bleeding and an unconscious 25-year-old female was lying
next to the curb while 12 drivers driving round the woman
without stopping to help [22]. Fig. 7 represents the footage
was captured from a bus camera, whose driver stopped to
aid the woman.
The real-life experiment [23] conducted by traffic police
in 2017 in Brest (Belarus) not only reflects the disappointing statistics of most drivers' indifference to another's misfortune but also provide real measurements enabling to
perform an average time calculation for victim identification in case of the traditional method of rescue. The police

Table 2 Current method versus the novel method according to the main aspects
Aspects
Socio-psychological

Human factor

Visual perception

Weather

Conventional method

Novel method

Human behavior is unpredictable; it is unknown whether
witnesses initiate alert to the ambulance service or will
ignore the incident

AVs do not have a socio-psychological parameter; AVs
initiate alert to the ambulance service every time when it
is needed

A human may forget or may not know the emergency
number. He/she may not have a cellular phone or may have
a lack of battery power or even get confused and transmit
inaccurate information

Victim identification, data collection, and data transmission
are performed automatically by several different AVs; AVs
check each other’s data

Any problems with human vision (e.g. poor eyesight)
might be an obstacle for human identification. A human
may also miss information, which may be vital for the
rescue operation

Identification of human depends on the technical
capabilities of the equipment (sensors, cameras) and on
the environmental circumstances (e.g. dust, fog, surface
conditions, etc.)

Harsh weather might be an obstacle for human
identification

Identification of human depends on the technical
capabilities of the equipment (sensors, cameras) and on
the environmental circumstances (e.g. dust, fog, surface
conditions, etc.)
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method every single car will identify the victim continuously, and using the current average victim identification
time for a standard method, comparative rate of victim
identification time between conventional and proposed
method may be calculated by the following formula:
Cr =

Fig. 7 An injured person on the roadside in London (source: [22])

Fig. 8 Cars passing by a mannequin lying on the roadside (source: [23])

members put a mannequin very similar to a real person on
the roadside (Fig. 8) and began to monitor how many cars
would stop to help him.
Already in the first minutes of the experiment, 4 cars
stopped near the 'man' lying on the sideline. But over the
next 30 minutes, almost no one stopped. In just 1 hour of
the experiment, 10 drivers stopped. More than 100 cars
drove past the victim without stopping to help. Only 2 calls
during this time arrived on emergency service number with
information about a person lying on the road. The traffic
police also reported that in almost one month 11 people
died on this road, most of them pedestrians and cyclists.
The outputs of the experiment represent that the rescue process which includes human factor has stochastic
character. However, considering the fact that in the novel

((t e / d s ) − (t e / AV ))
× 100% ≈ 733%,
(t e / AV )

(1)

where,
te - experiment time = 60 min.,
ds - drivers who actually stopped (+ 2 calls) = 12,
AV - drivers who could potentially stop = 100.
Thus, the process of victim identification using the
novel method could be faster than the conventional method
on more than 700 % or approximately 4.4 minutes. It may
essentially decrease the time of the ambulance service call
which in turn leads to an increase in chances to save a
human life.
Some studies [24, 25] confirm that ambulance service delays influence death rating during a rescue mission. For instance, according to a survey of 2017, approximately 20 % of the world's population died because of
ambulance late coming to the incident side [25]. At the
same time, these studies try to solve this problem by proposing improvements in the ambulance service itself
using Ambulance-to-Vehicle communications or by using
transmitter and receiver. But our method emphasizes the
high importance of the timely call of ambulance service
that precedes the arrival of an ambulance vehicle. It is a
time-sensitive process when even the 1-second delay may
become a big threat to human life and even cause death.
Thus the fewer time-consuming acts are a presence
in the ambulance calling process the faster Ambulance
Service could be notified about the incident. As a result,
the victim will receive faster first aid.
5 Conclusions
In the future, the current incident notification paradigm
will change with the introduction of vehicular networks.
Intelligent Transportation Systems are capable of improving the timeliness and responsiveness of roadside ambulance services due to a combination of V2V, V2I communications, and human pose estimation technology.
The main contribution of the paper is the concept of a
new rescue method based on advanced information management. Our results have high relevance for innovation
and development. The key findings are as follows:
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• The reliability of the rescue process is enhanced due
to the elimination of socio-psychological parameter
and human factor.
• The reliability of managed information is enhanced
due to AVs that are able to check each other's data.
• The rescue process is accelerated by eliminating
such steps as decision making and using a cellular
phone manually.
Lessons learnt: as the integration of information systems is an enormous and complex task, not only logically
but also physically, future research is expected to proceed
in several directions. Our future plans include:
• Elaboration of a method for dispatching ambulance
vehicles to the incident location considering several
relevant data (e.g. real-time traffic information).
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